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ABSTRACT: Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) is a quantitative field measuring technique originally designed to
track individual particles in fluid flows. In this study, PTV was applied for the first time in the context of large scale
timber connection testing. The suitability of PTV in structural applications was assessed by tracking the attachment
points of string potentiometers and comparing the PTV displacements to those obtained by the potentiometers.
Furthermore, it was found that PTV was able to capture crack growth and compute the resulting displacement field in
the connection area.
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1 INTRODUCTION 123
The idea of contact free strain and displacement field
measurements by means of Digital Image Correlation
(DIC) dates back to the end of the last century [1] when
images were captured on film and then digitalized. DIC
was successfully applied in structural timber engineering
in the 1990s [2, 3]. In simple terms DIC works by
comparing two digital images of the test specimen’s
surface before and after deformation. The light intensity
pattern of a pixel subset of the undeformed image is
stored and recognized in the deformed state. By crosscorrelating several subset pairs a strain or deformation
field can be calculated [4]. Nowadays, DIC is widely
applied in research and practice. For instance, it has been
successfully combined with FEM [5-7] and has been
used in practice to monitor building deformations [8].
DIC has the advantage that it doesn’t require special
lighting and timber surfaces don’t require any
preparation. However, the quality of the data obtained
with DIC relies on the subset size and correlation
function and can suffer from noise during image
acquisition and processing [9].
A variation of the DIC technique is the Mark Tracking
Method (MTM) where marks or dots are applied to the
specimen surface and tracked over time [10, 11].
Tracking distinct marks can be an effective way to
eliminate noise in practice applications and facilitate the
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tracking of discontinuous processes such as crack growth
and fracture.
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Particle Tracking
Velocimetry (PTV) are both quantitative techniques
originating in fluid mechanics designed to measure
velocity fields within fluid flows. Both techniques are
based on the principle of capturing video images of a
particle seeded fluid flow, and from that video record
extracting quantitative information about the flow field
[12, 13].
PIV is based on the cross-correlation of the intensity
fields in two consecutive frames, with fluid velocities
obtained from peaks in the cross-correlation field. PIV is
very similar to DIC, except that in DIC the medium is
solid and deformations are mapped. Recently, PIV has
successfully been implemented in structural timber
engineering to visualize stresses and strain fields in a
deforming Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) slab [14].
PTV on the other hand is more similar to MTM as it
identifies individual particles within each frame which
are then tracked from frame to frame in order to establish
particle-centred velocity estimates. For structural
applications this has the advantage that a movement path
is created for each individual particle. In the context of
timber connection testing this allows for a displacement
field to be measured while simultaneously tracking the
movement of fasteners or instrumentation attachment
points.
Streams 2.06 is an image processing and PTV system
designed and implemented at the University of
Canterbury in the field of fluid mechanics [15, 16]. This
software was used for the first time in the context of
large timber connection testing. This paper discusses
how PTV can be extended to structural engineering

research, thereby replacing conventional LVDTs (Linear
Variable Differential Transformers) and potentiometers
while also providing more data quantity with the
potential of improving the data quality.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A total of 12 large scale connection tests were conducted
on CLT panels at the Structural Engineering Lab of the
University of Canterbury. The connections consisted of
an internal steel plate as well as 12 smooth steel dowels
and 4 dowels with threaded ends and nuts and washers in
the corners. Two different connection layouts and two
different CLT layups were subjected to monotonic and
cyclic loading in axial direction via two hydraulic jacks
(Figure 1). The panel rested on roller supports and the
internal steel plate was connected to a reaction frame.
The main research objectives were:
- Evaluation of ductility and overstrength of large
scale dowelled connections in CLT panels
under monotonic and cyclic axial loading.
- Comparison of findings to previous research on
small scale connections [17-19]
- Monitoring of overall connection behaviour by
means of PTV and quality assessment of PTV
measurements in a structural engineering
context.

fine mesh of matt white background particles was
applied on each panel side as shown in Figure 2.
Additionally, three string potentiometers were mounted
at the centreline of two dowel rows at each panel side.
The potentiometer resolution was 0.15mm/count with a
+/-0.25% accuracy. The draw-wires were attached to
matt black coated screws at the centre of the connection.
These measuring points also served as PTV particles in
order to directly compare PTV measurements, mi, to
potentiometer measurements, pi. Several reference
particles were applied to each potentiometer mount in
order to monitor and later subtract ambient vibrations.

Figure 2: Instrumentation

3 METHODOLOGY
The detailed test setup and experimental findings as well
as discussion of the first two research objectives can be
found in a different publication [20]. The present paper
focusses on the third research objective. In order to
provide a more in-depth evaluation of PTV only findings
from connection 04 are discussed in the following. This
connection was subjected to cyclic loading according to
the ISO loading protocol [21, 22] in the x-direction as
indicated in Figure 2.

PTV in structural testing consists of the following three
main steps:
Preparation
- Particle application
- Camera setup and lighting
Experiment
- Image capture
Post processing and analysis:
- Image processing and particle identification
- Particle tracking
- Displacement (field) generation
Some practical guidance is given in each step described
in the following sections.
3.1 PARTICLE APPLICATION

Figure 1: Experimental setup

2.1 INSTRUMENTATION
It was decided to evaluate the overall connection
behaviour by means of PTV as well as traditional rotary
string potentiometer measurements. For this purpose a

Particles should have sharp edges and sufficient contrast
from the substrate in order to facilitate particle
identification. In general, matt paints should be used to
avoid reflections. In this study, a regular pattern of matt
white paint dots (1.5 mm diameter, 2.5 mm spacing) was
applied onto the timber surface. These background
particles served to capture the overall timber surface
behaviour, local crushing around the dowels, and crack
growth.
The dowel heads and screws where the draw-wires were
attached were also coated in matt black paint. These
black particles served to track individual fastener
movements and to compare PTV measurements to
potentiometer readings.
Additionally, several reference particles were applied
onto the potentiometer mounts in order to remove

ambient background vibrations. A reference scale was
drawn onto the specimen which served to translate image
pixels into millimetres.
It should be noted that random particle patterns are
generally easier to track and recognize than regular
patterns. Furthermore, the particle pattern can be varied
to reduce the total number of particles. Other possible
patterns could consist of fine particle patterns close to
fasteners and a coarse and sparse mesh in the
surrounding areas to analyse the connection behaviour as
a whole. Likewise it is possible to apply a fine
background mesh and analyse small “interesting” areas
in detail while applying a coarse mesh of different size
or coloured particles to obtain global connection
behaviour without having to process vast amounts of
data.
3.2 IMAGE CAPTURE
3.2.1 Camera equipment and lighting
The quality of the data strongly depends on the quality of
the captured images. Image distortion, shadows and
varying intensity in lighting should be avoided in order
to minimize the amount of required post processing.
For this research two Canon EOS 750D DSLR cameras
with an EFS 18-135 lens were mounted on sturdy tripods
at each side of the test panels. The cameras were level
with the centroid of the connection area at approximately
1.5 m distance from the specimen surface. Fluorescent
light racks were mounted beneath the cameras to
eliminate shadows and provide consistent lighting
conditions. It should be noted that it is important to
adjust the camera shutter speed such that it captures at
least one complete cycle of the light frequency to avoid
drastic changes in image brightness. Furthermore,
aperture, ISO speed and camera focus should be set
manually in order to avoid changes between images.
3.2.2 Camera trigger
The data and image acquisition were synchronized and
triggered every 2 seconds. A time trigger was chosen
instead of a load or displacement dependent data trigger
to obtain more consistent data as the hydraulic jacks
could not be moved with a constant displacement rate.
3.2.3 Image resolution and PTV accuracy
The resolution of the images was 6000x4000 pixels. The
PTV resolution ranged from 0.19 to 0.26 mm/px
depending on the size of the captured connection area.
This resolution was slightly lower than the resolution of
the string potentiometers which was 0.15 mm/count.
This loss in accuracy was deemed acceptable as the main
goal of the research was to capture overall connection
behaviour. However, the resolution can obviously be
increased by using two or more cameras per connection
side and zooming in on different areas.

outside of a particle. Either a grey scale or RGB
spectrum intensity analysis can be conducted to compute
the light intensity of an area containing n pixels. The
particle’s location is then defined by the centre of gravity
coordinates (xg, yg) of the pixels that lie above a certain
intensity threshold as shown in Equation 1:
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where (xi, yi) are a pixel’s coordinates, Iiis the pixel’s
intensity level, Is is the intensity threshold and H is the
Heaviside function as defined in Equation 2. This
analysis is repeated for each image. Figure 3(a) displays
the identification of the background particles close to
measuring point m2 and Figure 3(b) and (c) display the
identification of the measuring point itself.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Particle identification

3.4 PARTICLE TRACKING
3.4.1 Particle matching
A particle path is created by matching particles between
images and storing their location for each image. In the
given case, particles were matched based on their
horizontal and vertical distance between images.
Spurious particles were removed based on the total
length of their path. Figure 4 shows the movement path
of measuring point m2 throughout the entire experiment.

3.3 IMAGE PROCESSING
3.3.1 Particle Identification
A particle is identified through differences in light
intensity. Additionally, shape, size and colour can be
used to distinguish between those pixels lying within and

(1)

s

Figure 4: Particle path of m2, x and y-displacement in mm

3.5 Removal of background vibrations
As shown in Figure 2, reference particles were applied to
each potentiometer mount in order to capture movement
of the cameras and ambient background vibrations of the
entire experimental setup. A path field was computed for
each set of reference particles and their average was
subtracted from the respective measuring point path in
order to obtain the relative movement between the
measuring point mi and the potentiometer mount. It is
important to ensure that both reference particles and the
particles of interest are captured within the same image
as different cameras could be moving differently.

(a)

(b)

3.6 DISPLACEMENTS
3.6.1 X- and y-displacements of measuring points
Each particle’s location (xk, yk) is stored for each time
step t. In the given case an image was taken every 2
seconds and therefore t has a physical meaning. For
displacement or force triggered image acquisition a
pseudo time step can be used to refer to an image’s
position in a sequence of images.
In order to compare PTV results with potentiometer
readings, 6 measuring points m1...6 were tracked over n
time steps t. The measuring point’s x- and y-location
with respect to its origin, mix and miy, were then
calculated by Equation 3. As a potentiometer is only
capable of measuring its string elongations, the total
distance from the origin mi was calculated by Equation 4.

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Crack growth and cumulative displacement
fields close to m2 in connection 04.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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The accuracy of PTV can be evaluated by comparing
potentiometer readings, p, to the PTV computed
displacements of the measuring points (the screws where
the draw-wires were attached), m. A detailed analysis of
displacement and strain fields is beyond the scope of this
paper but will be presented in future publications.

(4)

4.1 POTENTIMETER READINGS AND PTV
MEASUREMENT POINTS
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3.6.2 Displacement fields
Streams 2.06 is capable of calculating displacement
fields from individual particle paths by triangular
interpolation, similar to the Finite Element Method.
Displacement fields are useful to visualize dowel
embedment or crack growth. In connection 04, a crack
developed next to m2. Figure 5(a) shows the start of the
crack growth and Figure 5(b) displays the respective
cumulative displacements. Figure 5(c) and (d) on the
other hand display the fully developed crack and
respective displacement field towards the end of the
experiment.

Figure 6 (a) displays the load-displacement hysteresis
obtained for each potentiometer, pi. The displacements
obtained with p2 are very small as a crack formed next to
the measuring point m2. Accordingly, the PTV analysis
of m2 only registered small displacements after the crack
was formed which can also be seen in Figure 6 (b).
Figure 7 displays the average displacements measured
by the potentiometers, p, and PTV, m, plotted against
time as well as the difference between the two
measurements d = p - m. The possible cause for the
difference will be discussed below.

(a)

4.1.1 X- and y-displacement, panel rotation
String potentiometers only register elongations of the
string. It is not possible to differentiate between
horizontal and vertical displacements. PTV on the other
hand registers both x- and y-displacements.
Figure 8 displays the potentiometer readings p, as well as
the PTV displacements in x-direction, mx, y-direction,
my, and total displacement, m, for the first 5% measured
data points. The differences d=p-m and dx=p-mx are
plotted as well.
It can be seen that PTV registered up to 4 mm larger
peak
displacements
than
the
potentiometers.
Furthermore, a significant movement in the y-direction
was registered for each load cycle. The explanation for
this can be found in Figure 9 through Figure 11. Figure 9
displays the hysteresis of the individual hydraulic jacks
as well as the sum of total forces. The top hydraulic jack
asserted a higher force in order to overcome friction
between the panel and the roller support as indicated in
Figure 10. This caused the panel to lift up in each load
cycle. Subsequently, the panel pivoted slightly about the
connection point between the internal steel plate and
reaction frame. This pivot point was also the location of
the potentiometer mounts and the reference points. As
this pivot motion consisted mainly of a rigid body
rotation, no elongation was registered by the
potentiometers. However, the measuring points still
underwent a net negative displacement in the x-direction,
dx. Figure 11 shows the x- and y-location of measuring
point m5 for one complete load cycle as well as the
difference d, between the potentiometer readings, p, and
the PTV measurements, m. The initial uplift as well as
the rotation can be clearly identified. It can also be seen
that y-displacements are directly reflected in the
measured difference d = p – m.

(b)
Figure 6: Force displacement curves of connection 04
measured with (a) potentiometers, pi, (b) PTV, mi

Figure 8: Average displacement from potentiometer (p) and
PTV (m) and difference d=p-m for the first 5% of data points

Figure 7: Average displacement measured with potentiometers
(p) and PTV (m) and difference d=p-m over time.

4.2 PARTICLE TRACKING VELOCIMETRY
VERSUS TRADITIONAL
INSTRUMENTATION
Often, unexpected phenomena may occur during
experimental testing. In the given case, the experiment
was designed to subject these connections to axial
loading. However, due to the loading method and
experimental setup, a small rotation about the connection
between the internal steel plate and reaction frame
occurred. While the potentiometers were not able to
register this panel rotation, PTV managed to capture the
movements in both x- and y-direction as well as the
panel rotation.

Figure 9: Load of bottom and top jack versus displacement m

In connection 04, a crack occurred next to the measuring
point m2 in an early test stage. As a consequence no
meaningful potentiometer readings were obtained from
this point onwards. PTV on the other hand recorded not
only the panel motion beyond the crack but also the
crack growth itself with the white background particles.
Furthermore, all specimens showed delamination of
timber boards towards the end of the experiment,
causing the boards to touch the draw-wires and pull them
out-of-plane in some cases (Figures 12 and 13). In those
cases, the potentiometer readings were corrupted. With
the cameras being located at 1.5m distance from the
specimen, this out-of-pane motion had little impact on
the particle locations measured with PTV.

Figure 10: Panel rotation

Figure 12: Failure of connection 04

Figure 11: Connection 04: PTV movement path of m5 and
difference d5 plotted against x-displacement for t=810s to
t=960s
Figure 13: Delamination in connection 07

Another advantage of PTV is that a series of photos is
continuously taken throughout the experiment. This
makes additional documentation obsolete as it is clear
where and at which load level cracks or deformations
occur. As long as a reference scale is visible in at least
one of the images, any calibration errors can be easily
eliminated as the magnitude of the displacements is
directly visible in the captured images.
PTV is thus able to cope with unexpected phenomena
during
the
experiment
when
conventional
instrumentation might fail.
The most important advantage of PTV, however, is the
data quantity and amount of information that can be
gathered at no additional cost. For connection 04, the
observed connection area contained roughly 67 000
background particles and 3 string potentiometers per
side. Obviously, it would be possible to attach more
potentiometers and strain gauges. However, calibration
and installation of such instrumentation can be quite time
consuming. In the given case, the installation of 6 screws
and horizontal adjustment of the draw-wires required
approximately 30 minutes, while application of all paint
dots took about an hour.
However, PTV also has drawbacks. With the current
software used there was no live information of the
particle displacements and two potentiometers still
needed to be installed outside of the connection area in
order to control the hydraulic jacks.
Furthermore, image processing can be quite labour
intensive and it is not as straight forward as plotting the
recorded load against the displacement measured by the
potentiometers.

5 CONCLUSIONS
Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) is a quantitative
field measuring techniques originally designed to
measure velocity fields within fluid flows. This research
demonstrated that PTV is suitable for structural timber
experimental application. In the context of large scale
timber connection testing, PTV is capable of obtaining
high quality displacement measurements while also
tracking the motion of individual fasteners and
measuring points. By using different particles sizes and
colours it is easy to capture local behaviour, such as
growth of a crack, while also monitoring overall
connection behaviour.
In contrast to Digital Image Correlation, where strain
fields are calculated based on the cross-correlation of
pixel subsets, tracking of individual particles makes it
easier to capture discontinuous processes such as
fracture and crack growth. Additionally, fastener
movements can be tracked easily and PTV measuring
point movements can be validated against potentiometer
readings.
In comparison to traditional instrumentation with string
potentiometers, PTV has the advantage that it can
capture and cope with unexpected phenomena during
experimentation, such as rotations about the

potentiometer mount, translations perpendicular to the
draw-wire, and out-of-plane movements. PTV therefore
has the potential of capturing experimental behaviour
more accurately.
However, PTV is currently not capable of providing live
displacements and post processing of images can be
quite time consuming compared to traditional
instrumentation.
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